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Welcome to
Clearly Frameless
We can create a stunning
frameless glass solution to
suit any style or space.
Frameless glass is our passion
and craft. It’s why we remain at
the cutting edge of design and
technology.
It’s also why we work closely
with you to inspire solutions
which are a true reflection
of your personality.
All products are made to order
and measured and installed by
the most experienced tradespeople
in the industry.

FRAMELESS... IT’S WHAT WE DO.

+ pool fencing
Unobtrusive in its appeal, a frameless glass fence is the ideal solution
to enhance your poolside or outdoor environment.
Designed to withstand the elements, a clearlyframeless pool fence
is made from 12mm toughened Grade A safety glass and is custom
made to suit your needs. Choose from clear or feature glass options
to create the effect you desire.

+ exterior balustrades
Why spoil the view? That’s why we have developed balustrades that
allow you to enjoy your view and enhance the exterior of your property
while also providing an effective barrier to the outside elements.
Our products meet strict specifications and requirements of
building codes, while the hardware used is of such a high
quality it makes a design statement in itself.

+ interior balustrades
Practical and functional our interior balustrades allow a ‘free flow’
design creating an impression of openness. As well as adding value
to your home they also act as a secure barrier.
Choose from a wide range of designs and accessories to suit your
style and space

Preformed Concrete Slab
Glass Type: 12mm A grade clear toughened glass.
Hardware Finish: Stainless steel
Notes:
Design required for new situations where the
fence is to be installed into a prepared structural
paving slab.

Exposed Channel Installation
Glass Type: 12mm A grade clear toughened glass.
Hardware Finish: Stainless steel or silver glow pearl
powder coat.
Notes:
Common design for installations where the fence
is required to be installed over existing paving. A
sound concrete slab is required under the paving.

Up Stand Post Installation
Glass Type: 12mm A grade clear toughened glass.
Hardware Finish: Stainless steel or satin chrome on
brass.
Notes:
For uses where clearance is required under the
glass for drainage or cleaning. May be adapted for
both timber and new or existing paving.

Bolt Fixed Installation
Glass Type: 12mm A grade clear toughened glass.
Hardware Finish: Stainless steel
Notes:
Suitable for fixing to the edge of pool shells,
stairwells or balconies where space is limited or
top fixing is not possible.
NOTE: All situations and structural requirements will vary and are susceptible to some movement. If the main contractor has any concerns over soundness and suitability of the foundation we recommend they seek independent professional engineering advise.
The dimensions and details shown above may vary depending on construction elements and should be used as a guide only.

‘its what we do’

In fact frameless is all we do.
Through unimpeded freedom
we create frameless concepts
that will, enhance, protect and
increase the value of your
home or investment.
We are committed to working
closely with, and inspiring you
to ensure your project is ‘cutting
edge’ and a true reflection of
your personality. Your only
limitation is your imagination.
We also cater for commercial
and multi unit developments.
Through our passionate
commitment to, service,
quality and customer satisfaction
we will be the most enjoyable and
hassle free aspect of your
renovation or building project.
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